Monday, March 17, 2014

10:00 A.M. Permit Meeting (Room 215)

1:00 P.M. Prehearing Conferences - None

2:00 P.M. Reciprocity Meeting

Tuesday, March 18, 2014

9:00 A.M. Welcome and Ethics Statement

Consideration of Minutes of February 2014 Meeting

Consideration of Minutes of March 7, 2014 Conference Call

Petition for Reinstatement of License – Beth Tyndall Wilson, License #12541

Request for Modification of Reinstatement Order - Matthew Thompson, License #12699

Request for Modification of Reinstatement Order - Luke Marion, License #06805

Request for Modification of Reinstatement Order – Dana Mullis, License #19217

Proposed Amendments to 21 NCAC 46.2507 Governing Pharmacist Administration Vaccines To Conform With S.L. 2013-246

Update on the Federal Drug Quality and Security Act: FDA Statements Concerning Outsourcing Facilities and Upcoming Intergovernmental Meeting, March 20-21

Telepharmacy: Consideration of Creating a Study Task Force

Board Election Update

Statements of Economic Interest Due to the North Carolina Ethics Commission by April 15th

11:30-12:15 P.M. Reports to the Board
NCAP, PRN, BOP Committees

12:15 -1:30 P.M. Catered Lunch

Financial Reports

Investigative Statistics

Consent Agenda

Prehearing Conference

Staff Issues Letters of No Action, Letter of Warning, and Letter of Caution with Error Reduction Course

Technician Ena Alghaben, Reg. #17423
RPh. Chris Bowen, License #07224
RPh. Eileen Guse, License #12884
Charles Drew Community Health Center Pharmacy, Permit #06027

Consent Order

RPh. Charity White, License #17724 (?)

CPP Candidates

RPh. Katherine Parise Morgan, License #22427
RPh. Theresa Marie Stehmer, License #23652

Increase in Pharmacists to Technician Ratio

1. Rite Aid Pharmacy- Reidsville, Permit # 09747, Holly Ann Gonzalez RPh App. 2/21/14
2. Walgreens Pharmacy-Greensboro, Permit #08317, Douglas Cutsinger RPh App. 2/21/14
3. Kerr Drug-Sanford, Permit 11732, Edward Stanley Edmundson RPh App. 2/21/14
4. Medical Center Pharmacy of Wilmington Inc-Wilmington, Permit # 05247, Henry H Herring RPh App. 2/21/14
5. Healthcare Center Pharmacy-Cary, Permit # 11142, Trisha Reaves RPh App. 2/21/14
6. Walgreens Pharmacy-Raleigh, Permit # 11722, Deborah Wade RPh App. 2/21/14
7. Kerr Drug-Ayden, Permit # 11690, William K Holley RPh App. 2/21/14
8. MedExpress Pharmacy Ltd-Salisbury, Permit # 07849, Joel L Hager RPh App. 2/21/14
9. CVS Pharmacy-Jacksonville, Permit # 10799, Michelle Collinsworth RPh App. 2/21/14
10. Sam’s Club Pharmacy-Hendersonville, Permit # 09392, Gayle Leigh Siggs RPh App. 2/21/14
11. Smith’s Drugs of Forest City-Forest City, Permit # 07516, John H Higgins RPh App. 2/21/14
12. Norwood Pharmacy-Norwood, Permit # 08297, Tammy L Ikner RPh App. 2/21/14
13. CVS Pharmacy-Havelock, Permit # 10846, Mary Anna Tayloe RPh App. 2/21/14
14. Mast Long Term Care-Henderson, Permit # 05626, Lindsey Tuck Brown RPh App. 2/21/14
15. Cannon Pharmacy-Morganton, Permit # 04574, William B Cannon RPh App. 2/21/14
16. Rite Aid Pharmacy-Raleigh, Permit # 09738, Sandra Cohn RPh App. 2/21/14
17. Foster Drug Company Inc-Mocksville, Permit # 03135, Suzanne E Barnhardt RPh App. 2/21/14
18. Kerr Health Long Term Care LLC-Raleigh, Permit # 11744, Rebecca Ellen Floyd RPh App. 2/21/14
19. Kerr Drug-Scotland Neck, Permit # 11733, Terry Littke RPh App. 2/21/14
20. HealthFirst Pharmacy-Wake Forest, Permit # 08879, Lynn Holt RPh App. 3/5/14
21. Morganton Drug Inc-Morganton, Permit # 11079, Joshua P Haney RPh App. 3/5/14
22. Walmart Pharmacy-Concord, Permit # 07952, Tina M Harris RPh App. 3/5/14
23. Walgreens Pharmacy-Edenton, Permit # 10574, Catherine Brooke Rich RPh App. 3/5/14
24. Walmart Pharmacy-Rocky Mount, Permit # 08004, Candace B Allen RPh App. 3/5/14
25. Hardin’s Drug Store No. 2- Forest City, Permit # 03811, John Bridges RPh App. 3/5/14
26. Walmart Pharmacy-Raleigh, Permit # 07999, Vincent Nguyen RPh App. 3/5/14
27. Novant Health Pharmacy-Winston-Salem, Permit # 06096, Ann Watkins RPh App. 3/5/14
28. CVS Pharmacy-Kannapolis, Permit # 10719, Karen H Helms RPh App. 3/5/14
29. Walgreens Pharmacy-High Point, Permit # 11129, Vishal S Patel RPh App. 3/5/14
30. Walmart Pharmacy-Smithfield, Permit # 08011, Lisa Bordelon RPh App. 3/5/14
31. Kerr/Walgreens-Mount Airy, Permit # 11713, David Michael Grove RPh App. 3/5/14
32. Ingles Markets # 55-Canton, Permit # 08152, Frank C Etier RPh App. 3/5/14

Reciprocity Candidates

Closed Session

Possible Summary Suspensions